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Abstract. lnstabilities of a coherent state of Wannier-Molt excitons sustained by a resonant 
pumping wave in cavity and cavityless cases are analysed. In particular, instability with 
respect to spatially periodic stratification can exist. The period of such stratification is 
L - Le, = [ f i /my]’ ’z ,  where m i s  the effective exciton mass, and y is the reciprocal exciton 
lifetime. The results of numerical modelling of corresponding non-linear structures are presented. 
For ‘exciton-pumping’ bistability, non-monotonic switching fronts are demonsmed numerically. 

A coherent state of Wannier-Matt excitons sustained by a resonant electromagnetic wave 
has been discussed in several papers. Equations for the system consisting of coherent 
excitons and an electromagnetic field were constructed first in [l]. A concentration 
bistability of coherent excitons for the case of a given field was analysed in [2]. Spatially 
uniform temporal instab es and corresponding high-frequency self-pulsations of exciton 
concentration and of the transmission of light in a bistable .optical resonator filled with 
a medium with coherent excitons were studied in [3]. A detailed description of exciton 
condensate and an analysis of its h e a r  response were also given in 141 and [5].  Delicate 
experiments with a coherent exciton state in quantum well structures and ultra-short light 
pulses are described in [6] and [7]. 

es in a system of 
coherent Wannier-Mott excitons~with and without a resonator and to demonstrate several 
corresponding non-linear effects. 

In the given field of a uniform monochromatic pumping wave E = Eoexp(iut), we 
have the following equation for the wave function 0, which describes the macroscopic 
quantum state of excitons (recombination processes are taken into account): 

Our goal in the present letter is to analyse spatial instab 

iaQ/a t  + i(y/2)0 - [A,, - 010l210 + (F1/2m)V;0 = (I/fi)dEo. (1) 

Here Aer = uex --o is the field frequency detuning from the frequency of exciton transition; 
y is the reciprocal lifetime of an exciton; 0 is the coefficient of non-linear interaction of 
excitons; m is the effective mass of an exciton; d is the dipole matrix element for the 
exciton optical transition; PI is Planck’s constant. Functions 0 and Eo are normalized in 
such a way that 1QI2 and lE0lz are, respectively, the densities of coherent excitons and of 
photons in the pumping wave. Laplacian V i  operates in the system plane ( X ,  Y ) ,  which is 
transverse to the direction of pumping wave propagation. . 
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Equation (1) is complemented by the boundary conditions (one-dimensional case) 

ao/axl,, = o (2) 

which corresponds to the impermeability of boundaries ( X  = 0, X = L )  for excitons. 
Equation (1) holds under the condition Nor: < 1 (r is the radius of the exciton, No is the 

averaged concentration of excitons) at time scales S t  >>U-’ and spatial scales Sr >> No’/’. 
The characteristic length L,  = (?+/my)’/’ can be distinguished in (1). We assume that we 
are dealing with a thin semiconductor film of thickness 1 4 Lex; we ignore the absorption 
of the wave over the thickness of the film, therefore the distribution of excitons along the 
‘film thickness is uniform. 

In principle, the coefficient of the non-linear interaction of excitons, 0, could have either 
sign. Non-trivial behaviour of exciton condensate is possible with either sign. 

The concentration of excitons in’an homogeneous steady state, Qs, from (1) is: 

l @ s l z  = + (Am -01@s12)211. (3) 

Equation (3) can have from one to three solutions, depending on parameters of the 
medium and on pumping intensity. Three solutions exist if lAl > y d / 2  and 0A z 0. The 
plot of I Q p , 1 2  versus IE0l2 is S shaped [Z], and the middle of three roots cannot be taken, 
so the system is bistable. 

Now we examine the stability of an homogeneous steady state Qs with respect to 
small space-time exponential (- exp(Qt + ikX)) fluctuations. Linearizing (1) we have the 
following dispersion equation: ~~ 

The function ReQ(k) characterizes the stability of the system. The system is stable if 
ReQ(k) < 0 for all wave numbers k .  If both expressions in brackets in (4) are positive, 
Re Q ( k )  = - y/2,  i.e. the system is stable. If these expressions differ in sign in some interval 
of k,  two real branches of Re Q ( k )  appear. At certain values of the adjustable parameters 
IE0lz and Aex an instability occurs: Re Q ( k )  > 0 (figure I), and ImQ(k) = 0 for these 
values of k .  The curve of Re Q ( k )  just touches the abscissa axis if 101 I 0,l2 = y/2.  Using 
(3) we can find the threshold pumping value E*. At this threshold point the characteristic 
value L,,k* = (sign0 - 2A,/y)*/’ (if 0 < 0 for instability we have to choose A, < 0). 
As the result of the instability just above Eh a quasihannonic static stratification of the 
concentration of excitons and of the phase of the coherent state with a characteristic spatial 
period of the order of L ,  should arise in the semiconductor. If y - IO9 s-I and m - 0. lmo 
(mo is the mass of a free electron), then L ,  - cm. If ro ir 0.5 x lou6 cm, and 
the pumping and other parameters are chosen in such a way that the average exciton 
concentration No - 10’’ then our analysis is valid (ro << N i l 3  << Lex). When 
the unequality Re D (k )  > 0 becomes stronger and the instability interval along the k axis 
expands, the structure takes the form of a system of exciton clusters and non-stationary 
regimes can exist. 

At 0 z 0, the instability occurs in both monostable and bistable cases. In the latter 
case, with Am > y .  the instability corresponds to the upper branch of the S-shaped plot of 
IOSlz versus IE#; if d / 2  4 A& < 1 it corresponds to both branches. If 0 < 0, the 
instability occurs on the lower branch of the S-shaped curve. 
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Figure 1.’ Solution of the dispersion equation (4). Parameters: dashed line, A c x j y  = 
-1.5,81412 = yj2;  solid line, A e x j y  = -1.5.1J1@s12 = 1.4yj2. Here and in figure 5 i2 
is in units of y j 2 ,  and k is in units of LG1. 

The results of numerical modelling of a non-linear process of structure forming is shown 
in figure 2. Jf the size of a sample along the X axis is finite, due to boundary conditions 
(2) the allowed values of transverse wave number k become discrete, and different wave 
numbers k can be in the instability interval. In particular, for a small enough sample there 
is no wave number in the instability interval, and the system is stable. Figure 2,  where the 
coordinate dependence of function 1 @ 1 2  is shown for different moments in time, corresponds 
to one unstable transverse mode. 

A similar field instability in a Fabry-Perot interferometer with an inertialess medium 
was studied in [SI. It leads to the formation of self-focusing filaments, so we can speak 
in terms of a self-focusing instability of the exciton polarization field. In both 181 and our 
work the instability occurs for either sign of the non-linearity, and it is a consequence of 
the presence of the additional parameter Aex, which can be chosen of either sign.. 

Due to inhomogeneities in the medium, structures can arise even when the stratification 
instability is not achieved in or out the region of inhomogeneity. The amplitude of the 
structure decreases on going away from inhomogeneity. Such a structure, connected with 
the local change of parameter we,, is shown in figure 3. In real systems. with a great 
number of defects (which lead to the inhomogeneities .of w, and y )  complicated structure 
can exist in the pre-stratification case. However, if the stratification instability is realized, 
numerical simulation shows that regular structnres arise only with small defects near the 
inhomogeneities. 

In the bistable case switching fronts exist between the upper and lower branches of the 
S-shaped curve of I Q S l z  versus IE0lz. A characteristic fkture of the front is the spatial 
oscillations near the front. This is shown in figure 4 for the case when both. upper and 
lower states ace stable. In bistable systems with diffusion (for example, the heat reversible 
breakdown of a semiconductor) the switching fronts are usually monotonic [9]. The coherent 
exciton state is described by an equation of wave type and it alone determines the non- 
monotonic shape of the front. 

For the ‘coherent excitons in a Fabry-Perot resonator’ system the following model is 
used: 

iao/at + i(y/2)@ - [A,, - e1@1*1@ + (h/2m)~:@ = -(l/h)d€ (5) 

iaEfat + i(r/2)& - AfE + (c/2K)V:€ = vEo - (2nw/c)d,Q. (6) 

Here E is the field in the interferometer, which is described in the approximation  of^ 
one longitudinal mode and which is averaged over distances of the order of the optical 
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Figure Z Structure forming in the case of one 
unstable Lransverse mode. hrameten: A,,/y = -1.5; 
8p,12 = 1.3y/2, L = 5.3L,,. In figures 2 4  the time 
is in units of 2 / y  and 1012 is in units of yl(2181). 

wavelength h and over times of the order of w-' . The field & has been normalized in such 
a way that ] & I 2  is the density of photons in the resonator. The term with spatial derivatives 
in (6) describes the diffraction of light in the plane of the interferometer. The parameter 
r characterizes the attenuation of the field in the cavity; Af s wf - w is the frequency 
detuning of the pumping field with respect to the frequency of the longitudinal mode wf;  c 
is the velocity of light in the semiconductor (without the contribution of the exciton state to 
refractive index); K = 2 ~ / h  is the wave number of the longitudinal mode: U = c(2L)-'; 
L is the resonator length. Other notations are the same as in (1). 

The characteristic length of the field in (3) is Lf = (c /Kr) ' /* .  With r - 10" s-' and 
h - cm and Lf >> L,. Homogeneous steady states, optical 
bistability and homogeneous linear fluctuations of a system such as (Z), (3) were studied in 

We have studied the dispersion equation for O(k)  for various parameter values. This 
equation is quite lengthy, and we will not reproduce it here. An example of the dependence 
of the internal field intensity on pumping power and the solution of the dispersion equation 
are shown in figure 5. There are two instabilities, and their scales are Lf and Lex. Field peak 

cm we have Lf - 
[31. 
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Figure 3. The stationary smcmre near the inhomogeneity of parameter a,, in the pre- 
stratification case. The bold segment of the abscissa axis marks the region of inhomogeneity. 
Parameters: R1QSI2 = 0.7~12; L = EL,,. A& = -2 in the interval 5L,, < L < 5.6L,; 
otherwise A& = -1.5. 

t = 7 . 5  I 

Figure 4. (a)  Switching front in the bistable case. (b) The post-front effect (back-propagating 
wave pacltet), which is a result of interaction of the front and the bounday. Parmeters: 
AeJy  = -4; RIQp,12 = -0.8~12; L = 18L.,. The m o w s  mark the direction of propagation. 

1 on the ReQ(k) curve corresponds to ImQ(k) # 0, while near the exciton stratification 
peak 2 Im f2 (k) = 0. An instability with respect to the excitation of a standing wave of 
the field E and an instability with respect to the stratification of excitons can thus coexist. 
Varying parameters we also find a case in which peak 1 in figure 5(b) corresponds to the 
instability with k = 0, and h Q ( k  = 0) # 0. Then the system is unstable with respect to 
uniform oscillations and stratifications simultaneously. 
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Figure 5. (a) Steady-state uniform intensity of the intemal field in the resonator versus the 
pumping; (b) solution of the dispersion equalion for the model (9, (6). Pmeters :  r/y = 25, 
A,/y  = -2, Ar/v = -10, (8no/cv2Z)d2 = 30, (Lf/L.J2 = 1000. The intensity of the 
intemal held in the resonator is in units of y3fi*/8dZ101, the pumping power is in units of 
yshz/322d0zv. The asterisk in (a)  marks the point (OIQslz = -1.04y/Z). which corresponds 
to the dispersion curve in (b).  

We suppose that the multilayer systems with quantum wells are suitable for an 
experimental observation of these instabilities. In such systems narrow exciton absorption 
peaks are observed even at room temperature, and the exciton-exciton interaction is the 
dominant mechanism in the non-linear optical effects observed. 
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